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AKG  FULL LINE CATALOG 2013 57

C544 L
HIGH-PERFORMANCE SPORTS HEAD-WORN 
CONDENSER MICROPHONE

1-2-3-4, RUN, TURN HIP AND JUMP
for aerobics and handsfree speech applications

The C544 L high-performance head-worn miniature condenser 
microphone with an easily fitting headband is perfect for gymnastics 
instruction and other handsfree speech applications. A transducer 
shock mount reduces body noise to a minimum and the short 
microphone arm places the microphone in the right position to the 
mouth to minimize pop and breathing noise. A special moisture 
shield on the boom prevents the microphone from being clogged 
by sweat or makeup.

The C544 L comes with a three-pin mini XLR connecter which fits 
all AKG WMS Series body-pack transmitters. The package also 
includes a special windscreen. 

 Fully rugged sports headband
for secure fit in all situations and movements

 Cardioid polar pattern
for problem-free use with high ambient noise rejection

 Flexible shock mount
for efficient suppression of mechanical and body noise

 Moisture shield
ensuring a dry microphone capsule

 Includes four drop rings
for sweat and water protection

Included accessories: W444 Windscreen, Dropring

Item Number: C544 L    2793Z00060

C555 L
HIGH-PERFORMANCE HEAD-WORN  
CONDENSER MICROPHONE

FLEXIBLE FLYWEIGHT
for handsfree vocal and speech applications

The C555 L high-performance head-worn condenser microphone 
is ideal for handsfree applications, including presentations or 
onstage performances. The C555 L rests securely and comfortably 
on the head, and can be attached to the left or right side of the 
behind-the-neck headband as desired. A transducer shock 
mount reduces handling noise to a minimum. The moisture shield 
ensures a high degree of humidity protection for the microphone.

The C555 L provides a three-pin mini XLR connector and can be 
used with all AKG WMS Series body-pack transmitters, B29 L 
battery power supply, or the MPA VL adapter for external phantom 
powering.

 Lightweight and adjustable-headband construction
for maximum comfort and freedom of movement

 Left and right flexible boom mounting
for precise positioning to the sound source

 Cardioid polar pattern
for problem-free use with high ambient noise rejection

 Flexible shock mount
for efficient suppression of mechanical and body noise

 Moisture shield
ensuring a dry microphone capsule

Included accessories: W444 Windscreen

Item Number: C555 L    3066H00100


